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Preface
This report describes a foresight process focused on the future circular bioeconomy in Norway. The report is
a deliverable of the first work-package of the research project ‘Sustainable path creation for innovative value
chains for organic waste products’ (SusValueWaste, project number 244249). We gladly acknowledge the
Bionær programme under the Research Council of Norway for funding our project.
We would like to thank all the experts who participated in the foresight process. This report builds on their
expertise and valuable input. The SusValueWaste team is grateful for their contribution to the project and for
their overall involvement in the circular bioeconomy field.
OREEC – Oslo Renewable Energy and Environment Cluster – was responsible for facilitating the foresight
process, with close cooperation with researchers at NIFU. OREEC's mission is to stimulate innovation and
green business development through increased cooperation among stakeholders in the cleantech sector.
OREEC has broad experience in developing arenas for discussion and knowledge-sharing across different
groups of stakeholders. Key elements of the foresight study were discussed with researchers at NIFU who
also took an active part in the foresight activities. This report is the result of the collaboration of which
Marianne Reime took the lead.
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Introduction
This report presents a foresight process on the circular bioeconomy in Norway. The circular bioeconomy is
part of a context that is triggering transition within policy, technology and economy. A foresight process can
offer a fruitful approach to understanding the visions and future potential of the circular bioeconomy
through facilitating arenas and discussion between the stakeholders involved.
Our foresight process is part of the research project SusValueWaste – Sustainable Path Creation For
Innovative Value Chains for Organic Waste Products.1 The project aims at understanding the state of the art
and the future possibilities for Norway in the circular bioeconomy. In a circular economy, the value of
products, materials and resources is retained in the economy for as long as possible, and the generation of
waste is minimised (EU action plan for the Circular Economy 2015). In the European bioeconomy strategy
(2012), the bioeconomy encompasses the production of renewable biological resources and their conversion
into food, feed, bio-based products and bioenergy. The European Commission sees a strong innovation
potential in all the sectors concerned. Nevertheless, some have argued that the bioeconomy is circular by
nature.2 In that case, the word ‘circular’ would be unnecessary. One could easily argue against this as the
circularity of organic resources depends on where the (waste) streams move and how the biomass is
handled. Is the biomass highly valorised and treated optimally, or is it sent to landfill or waste incineration?
Not all options represent sustainability nor does all value chains represent circularity. In the SusValueWaste
project, the circular bioeconomy is defined as ‘… when existing bio resources are used in an efficient way,
meaning that organic waste and by-products are treated as a resource for the bioeconomy. … Particularly
relevant are value chains crossing existing sectoral borders in the bioeconomy’.3 Starting from this, we see
organic waste, side streams and by-products as bio resources with the potential to create new, sustainable
value chains that could lead to circularity within the bioeconomy.
The Norwegian national bioeconomy strategy (2016) includes of agriculture, forestry, marine, energy,
transport, waste, chemical industry, health, climate and environment sectors in the modern bioeconomy.4
These sectors are diverse and represent a range of distinguishable differences. From our standpoint, we
posed the following question: What do these sectors have in common when considering the future and the
circular bioeconomy? This research question became a guiding feature in the development of our foresight
process.
In our report The Circular Bioeconomy in Scandinavia (Reime et al. 2016), we looked at all three Scandinavian
countries and discovered that the use of the term and concept of bioeconomy has attracted particular
attention and gained priority in Norway in recent years. There is neither an established definition nor

1

www.susvaluewaste.no
e.g. http://biconsortium.eu/news/bioeconomy-circular-nature
3
Definition made in the SusValueWaste project proposal; http://www.susvaluewaste.no/original-proposal/
4
Several of these sectors were represented as industrial partners or in the reference group of the SusValueWaste-project; more
precisely; forestry, waste management, waste water treatment, industrial food/beverage production and agriculture.
2
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industrial unit for a circular bioeconomy, but we found broad and sectoral initiatives concerning the
bioeconomy in Norway. In the report, we mapped and compiled an overview of those visions related to the
circular bioeconomy. Some were identified in government documents, but the stakeholder-initiated
documents and reports that we found, stood out as the most ambiguous. Through analysing these, we
discovered various types of actors behind them; for example governmental actors, funding agencies,
research councils, public agencies, industrial federations, large corporations, small and medium-sized
enterprises, network organisations, universities, research centres and civil society organisations. These actors
also represent a broad set of sectors at an overall industrial level. Secondly, the report delivered an analysis
of the visions for what could be a circular bioeconomy in Scandinavia in the different sectors and from
different groups of actors. A repeating refrain from the Norwegian visions was the importance of grasping
the innovative potential of knowledge transfer and new collaborations based on the heterogeneity of
sectors. The cross-sectoral approach and the potential to build new cross-sectoral linkages between
stakeholders were particularly highlighted. Our knowledge of these Norwegian visions provided a basis and
inspiration for our foresight process. Rather than focusing on heterogeneity and differences between the
sectors, we directed the approach towards corresponding opportunities and joint visions across them.
Foresight studies are open, participatory, action-oriented processes, aiming at mobilising actors, creating
debates and shaping the future (European Foresight Platform 2012). As the foresight is a participatory
process, we commenced with two obvious challenges. First, there is no established industry for a circular
bioeconomy from which one could invite key actors to participate. Second, there is no established
understanding of the term ‘‘circular bioeconomy’’ to debate; hence, our foresight process was built on highly
immature ground. Importantly, these challenges also reinforce each other and made a foresight process a
particularly interesting approach in our aiming to understand what visions these actors have in common. The
central aim of this foresight process became to engage stakeholders in sharing and developing knowledge of
the circular bioeconomy and to better understand the strategies of the various stakeholder groups acting in
this sphere.
The following chapters present foresight as a framework leading to a discussion of how we organised our
foresight process in the SusValueWaste project. In particular, we present our main activities: a Delphi survey
and expert workshops and their outcomes. Thereafter, we discuss the findings in our foresight process.
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Foresight
Foresight is a systematic, vision-building process aimed at enabling present-day decisions and mobilising joint
actions (European Foresight Platform 2012). It is a participatory process, meaning that different groups of
actors concerned with the issues at stake are involved. Foresight does not aim to predict the future. Rather,
the emphasis is on the process where the actors jointly take a forward view. It is a process where the
participants are invited to consider the future as something that can be debated and shaped, rather than as
something already decided. It involves various types of stakeholders, for example from science and
technology development, and from the market and demand side (Martin, B. R., 2010). The foresight process
is concerned with creating an improved understanding of possible developments.
Towards the end of the twentieth century, foresight became a national policy instrument in Europe, also in
relation to sustainability and other long-term, risk-prone issues as governments need to identify the areas of
research that might yield the greatest economic and social benefits (Jenssen 2010). Such foresights were
often carried out as joint processes between the policy-makers and a wide range of stakeholders. They often
aim to improve the quality and the effectiveness of policy-making since they bring to light the inadequacy of
the current policy system in addressing the major challenges that society is facing (Da Costa et al. 2008). The
use of foresight has varied during recent decades, but among the core functions of the foresight activities the
following remain (Reger, G. 2001):
•
•
•

Ensuring competitiveness for the future and sustainable innovation,
Identifying new technology or knowledge areas, and
Not to miss or oversee new trends.

These functions match well with the overall intentions of the SusValueWaste project, which is to understand
the state of the art and the future possibilities of the bioeconomy and shows how a foresight process add a
contribution to the project.
Within foresight, there are many different types of activities and methods, ranging from brainstorming, roleplay and workshops to scenario development, Delphi techniques, SWOT analysis, patent analysis and impact
analysis (Popper, R. 2008). A foresight usually produces formal (tangible), and informal (intangible) outcomes
(European Foresight Platform 2012). While formal outcomes are incorporated into products and deliverables,
informal outcomes derive from the foresight process itself. Typical tangible outcomes are reports or other
documents containing scenario descriptions, survey results, policy recommendations or descriptions of
visions. The intangible outcomes and effects are such as creating a common ground for cross-sectoral
discussions, building a network that bring people together from different sectors and institutions, enable
stakeholders to collectively understand the challenges and opportunities that they are liable to confront,
contribute to consensus on future challenges, contribute to changed attitudes and mind sets and develop
recommendations to policy-makers (European Foresight Platform 2012).
The Delphi survey is among the early foresight methodologies, and is applied as an instrument for consulting
experts on a certain topic of interest. The Delphi survey differs from a conventional survey in that
participants are invited to reassess their initial judgements in the light of comments and feedback provided
by the others (Hsu, C-C & Sandford, B.A. 2007). The main reason for addressing respondents for the second
time is to inform them of preliminary results from the other participants in round one, and ask them to
6
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reflect on their statements in a round two. The rationale behind the process is that participants tend to reach
more convergent opinions on the apparent key options.
Another frequently applied approach in foresight studies is scenario development. The scenario approach
typically results in multiple images and stories representing at least four, preferably five, various possible
future images. The outcomes often aim to stretch in directions as diverse as possible, keeping the door open
for ‘‘wild’’ speculations. Scenarios are specifically fitting as a tool to bring new perspectives forward, focused
on change, innovation and renewal, and to introduce ideas and thoughts that are not included in the political
debate (Øverland 2000).
The Delphi survey offers a converging approach, rather than aiming for various and ‘‘wild’’ speculations
offered by the scenario-based approaches. As the bioeconomy sectors are diverse and represent a range of
recognisable differences, we chose the Delphi survey as a tool to support the process with the question of
what visions the sectors might have in common. The Delphi survey was used to collect structural information
from experts, to build an overview of opinions from key stakeholders in the bioeconomy sectors. In our
process we also wanted to bring the actors together across sectors to discuss and describe how their future
looked like in the context of the circular bioeconomy.
The foresight is action-oriented, meaning that purely analytical studies of possible futures without
connection to possible actions are not considered as foresight. Da Costa et al. (2008) highlight the fact that
key actors will be motivated to participate in the foresight exercise resulting from the possibility of directly
influencing policy. They would not be involved for the sake of networking alone. They further emphasised
that it is critical to clearly acknowledge the external factors setting the boundaries for a foresight process to
ensure that the expected outcome is realistic. In our foresight process, we could not offer a direct channel to
policy development. This was a potential disadvantage. Thus, part of our job was to seek engagement from
the external stakeholders despite this. Consequently, in designing the process one of the major concerns
became to define an approach that would motivate the actors from the various bioeconomy sectors to
participate. Several questions then became guiding aspects in the foresight design: What do the actors have
in common? How do they relate to the circular bioeconomy? What is their common concern in the emerging
circular bioeconomy?
The Delphi survey and expert workshops were used as arenas to investigate these questions. Through
offering these arenas, we sought to engage stakeholders to share opinions and develop knowledge about the
circular bioeconomy. By placing focus on the biomass, we wanted to grasp the potential of creating an
awareness of a circular bioeconomy in Norway with a cross-sectoral approach. The next section describes
how these arenas were used and how they added value to the foresight process.
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The Foresight process in the SusValueWaste project
In this chapter, we present the results of the Delphi survey and from the two expert workshops. In this first
section, the Delphi is outlined starting with an overview of insights into some of our preparations for the
survey. This is followed by a summary of the results from the expert workshops.

Delphi survey
We chose the Delphi survey as a tool to collect structural information from experts in order to build an
overview of opinions from key stakeholders in the bioeconomy sectors. We carried out a survey in two
rounds, targeting a selection of experts working in the circular bioeconomy sectors in Norway.

Selection of experts
The experts were identified from different sources. The report on the visions for the circular bioeconomy in
Scandinavia (Reime et al. 2016) had provided us with a useful insight into the overall bioeconomy
development in Norway. This report clarified the dominant sectors and demonstrated the importance of, for
example, the blue bioeconomy in the Norwegian bioeconomy. Based on this, we included the marine sector
in the survey, together with the sectors treating and handling biomass, forestry, waste management,
wastewater treatment, agriculture, and food and beverage production. Our approach here can be defined as
within a Bio resource vision as termed by Bugge et al. (2016). In their review of how the word bioeconomy
figures in the research literature, a bio resource vision focuses on processing and upgrading of biological raw
materials as well as on the establishment of new value chains. Identifications of actors were undertaken
from the identified documents, both at the company and individual levels. To extend the selection we used
existing contact list, based on personal knowledge of the contacts and their activities related to the circular
bioeconomy.5 The final list comprised 239 experts. We noted that the total selection represented a certain
overweight of stakeholders from the organic waste and wastewater treatment sectors since these were
strongly represented in the existing contact networks.

Delphi survey: Round one
The Delphi survey was organised as a web-based questionnaire. We sent the first survey to the selection of
239 experts in May–June 2016.6 We sent two reminders, resulting in a total of 39 respondents. This is
equivalent to a response rate of only 16% and the respondents were not representative of our population. A
total of 51 per cent were from the waste management sector and 44 per cent from public sector
organisations. This meant that it was not possible to generalise about the differences between the sectors
and the various types of actors. The distribution of respondents could be seen as a reflection of the list of

5
6

Some additional names were as well suggested from the SusValueWaste project group.
List of survey questions Round 1 in annex 3
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experts, with a certain weight on the waste management sector. This distribution impacted the result as they
are not general in a cross-sectoral perspective. Nevertheless, the survey contributed with important
background material and a summary of the results was presented as part of the first expert workshop.
In the first round of the survey, the initial questions asked for the respondent’s opinion on how welldeveloped the biomass value chains are for industrial utilisation of residual bio resources. The responses
showed that most of the respondents believe that they are ‘‘partly’’ developed. We asked them to give an
example on a value chain, and received many interesting examples of various types for industrial utilisation
of residual bio resources. A certain weight was on value chains connected to the waste management sector
which was also strongly represented among the respondents. The most frequently mentioned were biofuels
and biogas from forestry and food waste. Others included bio- fertiliser, utilisation of residual biomass in
animal feeding and in high-end products such as leather couches from hides from slaughterhouses. The many
interesting examples show that we were addressing the right people with the survey, in their expertise of the
circular bioeconomy value chains. We then asked for their opinion on when they think these value chains will
result in profit. Their answers showed that the respondents have great belief in an immediate future for the
emerging bioeconomy industry. Many answered that such an industry is already profiting or will do so in the
next five years. None responded to the long-term alternative of 50 years, but a few respondents answered
‘‘never’’. However, it is important to understand these responses in the light of the low response rate. The
optimistic answers may result from those individuals who chose to participate in the survey being the most
enthusiastic persons.
The main part of the survey asked for opinions on some central systemic aspects of the emerging industry.
Interestingly, this part showed that none of the respondents were satisfied with existing policy frameworks
and the regulations. Many even found it dissatisfying. Several respondents commented that there is a need
for measures, funding and incentives to make it easier and more profitable to develop commercial value
chains. Some also pointed to a need for making it more unprofitable to develop fossil-based value chains.
More surprisingly, their answers showed a high satisfaction with the level of present knowledge and
research. Yet, they also emphasised the high importance of knowledge and research. When we asked if they
had the technology needed, their response was more ambiguous. Their comments pointed at a need for
further technological development, but also how it is well-developed in some sectors. The respondents also
emphasised how some sectors do not need advanced technology to develop their value chains. One
comment pinpointed that not everything should be scaled down to a question of new technology. At the end
of this section, we asked the respondents to select three categories of importance, reflecting the three most
important drivers for developing profitable and sustainable value chains. Table 1 presents the results of their
selection of these three most important drivers. Almost every respondent found the national government to
be the most important driver. Around half of the respondents also found the drivers of the technology
developers, clusters/networks, large established companies, and research to be important. Very few of our
respondents found the local government, the municipalities, and NGOs to be important.
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Table 1. Most important drivers for a circular bioeconomy
National Government

90 %

Technology developers

54 %

Clusters/Networks

41 %

Large, established companies

38 %

Research

38 %

Small start-up companies

15 %

Regional government

15 %

Local government

8%

NGOs/organisations

3%

In the final part of the survey, we asked some questions regarding the need for more cross-sectoral
collaboration. The respondents agreed on the need to develop the value chains further. We also asked for
their opinions on the situation in Norway as compared to other countries. The respondents were divided
here. Some considered the situation to be similar to that of the other Scandinavian countries: others rated it
to be lower. On the other hand, Norway was rated higher in comparison to the other European countries.

Delphi survey: Round two
The second Delphi survey was undertaken in February 2017. This round was initiated with a view to feedback
on the experts’ answers from the first round. The survey was sent to all 39 respondents from round 1. Some
of the questions were given with minor modifications; one was removed and one new question was added.7
Along with the questions, the participants were presented with the results from the first survey, giving them
an opportunity to evaluate their own opinion before giving a new response. Simply put, we were interested
in testing whether their opinions had changed from the first round.
In the second round of the Delphi survey, we asked for comments on each single question so as to ensure the
best access to information, given the small number of respondents. We now received a range of extended
comments. Some of the comments were new compared to the first round. In general, the responses were
similar, but the comments showed a deeper insight into the concept of the circular bioeconomy. However,
this could also be a result of those respondents participating, being only the most dedicated actors in the
field.
In this round, there were 24 respondents which resulted in a 62 per cent response rate. Nevertheless, the
response rate was initially too low to make a statistical analysis of the changes in their opinions from round
one.
At start, when we asked about the importance of value chains in the future, several indicated a high belief in
value creation based on organic waste streams. Some commented that the value chains were already well-

7
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developed. Some even stated that they would replace the fossil streams in 30 years. At the same time,
several commented that the value chains are still little developed at the level of industrial utilisation. Many
also mentioned huge differences between the sectors. One answered: ‘‘The identification of possible raw
materials has progressed well, but processes (technical) and value chains are at the very beginning of their
development’’. A second commented: ‘‘Despite 20 years of composting and 10 years of biogas productions,
the markets have not developed’’.
Regarding the more systemic aspects, the comments showed a similar pattern as in the first round. The
respondents emphasised a need for developing the national framework and the regulations. Especially, a
more holistic framework was requested. One remarked that there are no comprehensive framework
conditions and regulations: ‘They are spread across different industries, ministries and public financing
instruments’’. A second respondent stated: ‘‘It must be more profitable to use residual resources for value
creation and support must be given to those who dare to be in front – also when they are small”. Others
pointed at the national government as an important forerunner in establishing an interest for a circular
bioeconomy. The comments showed, in a similar way as in the first round, more satisfaction with the aspects
of knowledge and technology. Interestingly, some stressed the need for more expert knowledge. When it
comes to technology, the comments were more general, emphasising a need for more technology to utilise
resources to commercialise and create value. Several highlighted the need for demonstration projects. Some
also called for guidelines for collaboration between municipalities and companies, and others for increased
investments.
In the last part of the survey, the question about cross-sectoral collaboration generated many comments;
whereas most emphasised its necessity. Some even commented that the sectoral problematic is irrelevant
and gone, and that it is necessary to look to the biological resources as a common resource - independent of
sector. As well, size was commented: ‘Collaboration is important to enable holistic thinking and finding the
best solutions as well among actors of various sizes. If done right – the large actors would both help and gain
from collaboration with the smaller actors’. When comparing Norway with other countries, these
respondents pointed to Norway as lagging behind Sweden and Demark.
In this second round of the survey, we introduced a new, final question asking the respondents ‘What would
you have done if you were the Norwegian prime minister?’ This was the question that attracted the most
comments.8 Most of the respondents answered that they would have stimulated and improved
arrangements for a circular bioeconomy. Many requested better national framework conditions, and several
highlighted the need of more and better research, for example through dedicated innovation programmes to
stimulate existing research, and to more user-directed and commercial-targeted research. Many also
emphasised that the fossil-based solutions should be more expensive so as to increase the demand for biobased products. Some asked for more financial support for demonstration projects. Others commented on

8
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the need for more involvement in municipal projects, e.g. a need for triggering extended collaboration to
create larger, regional systems for biogas from waste resources.
The second Delphi survey particularly provided data on how the respondents see the national level of
regulations and policies as challenging. Even though the response rate was too low to undertake any
statistical analysis, their comments were a valuable input to the second workshop. Selected results from the
second survey were used directly as input to the discussions in the second workshop.

Expert workshops
We chose to arrange two workshops since we wanted to bring the experts together across sectors to discuss
and describe how the future might look like in the context of the circular bioeconomy. Further, the workshop
format provides a good networking opportunity.

Selection of experts
We invited all 39 respondents of the first Delphi survey to attend the first expert workshop. In addition, we
invited a selection from our list of 239 bioeconomy stakeholders. The selection was made according to our
knowledge of the stakeholders, their positions, and their assumed involvement or engagement in
bioeconomy-related activities. The aim was to involve experts from all relevant sectors, representing
different groups of stakeholders. We assumed the following opportunities to be of interest for the experts,
and actively used these in the invitations:
•
•
•
•

To develop and strengthen networks and relations across sectors
To build a joint understanding of the circular bioeconomy together with central stakeholders
To identify joint opportunities across silos
To actively contribute to developing the new bioeconomy which could further contribute to
informing and enlightening policy-makers.

We sent two invitation reminders to mobilise the stakeholders. Some replied and applauded the initiative,
but politely answered that they would not be able to attend on the date given. One of the experts replied
specifically stating that he would not be interested. He referred to an extended list of previous bioeconomyrelated processes, seminars and workshops to which he had been dedicated, many having been initiated by
the Norwegian Government. He was tired of spending time contributing in initiatives which ‘lead nowhere’.
These feedbacks are important to acknowledge as they represent examples of how one event rivals with
other tasks and events.

Workshop one
The first workshop was a full day event, starting with presentations from three external speakers. They were
invited to share their stories and knowledge during the morning seminar. The speakers and their topics were
Innovation Norway who outlined the bioeconomy as a top priority; Paper Province who inspired us as a
leading bioeconomy cluster; and Aker BioMarine who gave us an insight on sustainability, value chains and
business models. A presentation of our findings from the first Delphi survey and the report on visions for the
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circular bioeconomy in Scandinavia was also on the agenda. The second part aimed at the active involvement
of the experts.
The 24 stakeholders attending were Norwegian experts working in various sectors of the bioeconomy such as
waste management, forestry, food production and agriculture.9 Two SusValueWaste researchers from NIFU
also participated. The participants represented research institutions, universities, small and large enterprises,
public bodies and organisations. The experts were organised into three groups where they were assumed to
have little prior knowledge of each other, based
on their roles. We wanted the group discussions
to look at the common opportunities across
sectors in the circular bioeconomy in three
phases, through three tasks:
1) Strengths in the Norwegian bioeconomy
sectors/businesses represented by the experts;
2) Trends and visions already defined in the
bioeconomy sectors/businesses, and
3) Individual visions for Norway in 2050.
We knew from experience that group discussions have a tendency to end up in critical discussions about
weaknesses and challenges as well as pointing criticism towards insufficient framework conditions, other
groups of actors, etc. In this workshop, we wanted to direct the discourse in a positive direction. So we asked
the experts only about the strengths of their sectors/businesses. We did not ask about their weaknesses and
challenges: we focused on existing visions since these state or describe an ideal future and are frequently
seen as an inspiration. In this way, sharing visions would have a positive focus in the conversations.
The experts moved between individual reflection, group discussions and plenary sessions, using post-its and
flip-overs as tools. Three facilitators from OREEC were present to lead the discussions and to take notes. At
the end of each task, the pile of post-its represented the individual input. These were categorised generally
according to topics during the workshop. After the workshop, the post-its were further categorised and it
became clear which topics were most discussed. For the first task, the strengths in the bioeconomy sectors,
the topics with the highest frequency were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

9

Research activity
Knowledge and expertise
Financial support
Access
Willingness and Motivation
Infrastructure and logistics.

Participant list in annex 1
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The same review process was carried out for the input for the second task where the experts were asked to
share and discuss the visions and trends that exist in their industries and sectors. The topics with the highest
frequency were:
•
•
•
•
•

No waste, only resources
Network and ‘Power couples’
Local, cascading value circles
Fossil-free future
Research based on industry needs.

Finally, for the third task, Visions for 2050, the
experts individually presented their statements
as newspaper headings from the future, and
shared these within their groups. The groups
then prioritised and highlighted a few of these,
which were shared during a final presentation.
These individual visions are listed below.
After the workshop, the OREEC facilitators coordinated the post-it notes from tasks 1 and 2 with their notes
and impressions from the group discussions. We wanted to investigate which aspects of the bioeconomy
sectors were common to the actors.
The summary below represents the core input from the experts and the discussions. It should be noted that
the content is not the opinion of the writers but some details have been omitted so as to highlight the
essential themes. We have focused on what is mentioned, rather than who is mentioning it. Because of this,
we have excluded individual and company names and mainly excluded sectors in the summary. In this way,
we also avoid potential challenges with anonymity of the experts involved.

Summary of task 1: Strengths in the Norwegian bioeconomy sectors
Through sharing and discussing strengths in the respective sectors, many of the experts pointed out that
Norway has extensive research related to the bioeconomy at several locations in the country. Norwegian
researchers have access to leading laboratories and easy access to knowledge. Several saw research as one
of the most important initiatives in the young field of the new bioeconomy. It was also pointed out that
Norway has competent experts who know a great deal about bioprocesses and biotechnologies, and also
knowledge of complete value chain. For some sectors, it was argued that because of the openness and
transparency characterising the Norwegian industry, insight into entire value chains has been developed.
Transparency was seen as crucial to identify improvement or the innovation potential of value chains in the
bioeconomy. Fishery was given as a good example where Norwegian operators have an overview of the
entire value chain from fish biology to the market. This expertise and knowledge of the entirety of particular
bio-based value chains is a strength.
Several experts meant that Norwegian stakeholders in the bioeconomy have good access to finance and
support programmes. Some emphasised that this was the case for all phases of the development of new and
innovative processes, products and services in the bioeconomy; funds for new research and innovation
projects are numerous in Norway compared to other European countries. The experts agreed that
14
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Norwegian stakeholders have particularly good access to early stage financing from the Norwegian funding
agencies, whereas The Research Council of Norway has a fair understanding that testing and pilot projects
takes time. Some emphasised the prerequisite of industrial participation in bioeconomy research funding
programs as a strength as it ensures research close to the industrial needs for innovation and development.
They also considered it a strength whereby there are means to upscale innovations. However, obtaining
these funds is more difficult and they are more limited. Nevertheless, there is a widespread understanding in
Norway that it takes time to put major investments in place and the funding system is known to show
patience.
The experts further mentioned that another aspect which may reinforce Norway’s position and competitive
advantage in the bioeconomy is the country’s access to large amounts of high quality and diverse bio
resources from both sea and land. The geographical settings as well as the national strategic priorities and
sustainable management of resources, are the basis of this advantage. One specific example is the national
initiative on animal health, focused on improving animal health without the use of antibiotics. This leads to
availability of bio resources of high quality in the Norwegian bioeconomy. The participants also mentioned
the high efficiency and productivity levels in the Norwegian industry as strengths since as they lead to the
production of surplus value from the available raw materials.
During the discussions, the experts mentioned both political and industrial willingness as critical for the
development of the bioeconomy. There is determination and motivation among Norwegian actors, both in
the public and private sectors. Several commented that Norway has a political system which seeks to
facilitate favourable conditions in the bioeconomy. Many also declared that the Norwegian government has
a strong purchasing power and is willing to use it as an impetus to engage industries in the development of
new bio-based solutions. Drive and determination is also present in the markets. As consumers become
increasingly informed, they are expected to demand new solutions, based not only on price, but quality,
sustainability and other parameters. This is creating a demand for further development. A willingness to
cooperate across sectors and openness to engage in new initiatives and projects was pointed out as a
strength in the industries. Several mentioned the waste management industry as a good example of a sector
with high ambitions and great willingness to change, characterised by openness and transparency. Lastly, a
common denominator across the groups was that many Norwegian actors have access to well-functioning
infrastructure and logistics systems. These are more developed in some sectors, but the experts saw this as
an important force for building new value chains in the bioeconomy.

Summary of task number 2: Visions and trends in the various sectors
The most noticeable vision across industries is that there is no waste in the future. The experts agreed that
waste today implies an inefficient use of resources. This no-waste vision was proposed both within waste
management as well as in all the other participating sectors. The experts all see a trend in minimising the
amounts of waste generated, and increase recycling and upcycling. They expect that this will be further
supported by the development of products that are easier to disassemble and recycle. There was an
agreement that the waste industry will look very different in the future, accelerated by more interaction with
stakeholders outside the waste industry such as designers and manufacturers. The very concept of waste
was expected to disappear around the year 2030 as waste production will decline and waste will be
appreciated as secondary materials. It was said that we are not going to work with waste, but with raw
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materials. To reach this no waste-vision, it was mentioned that one will need to use different instruments
such as financial incentives for recyclable products and a ban on disposal of food as two examples.
Networking and new constellations of cooperation were also emphasised as important trends for the
development of the bioeconomy. Partnerships between businesses, research institutions, public agencies
and consumers are expected to provide innovation and competitive advantages in the global market. One
participant mentioned that the trend is towards cooperation among Norwegian partners and to compete
with other partnerships on an international level. New partnerships between actors from industries that
traditionally do not cooperate is another trend. Actors who actively challenge their own industry develop
these partnerships; they aim to step further and in this way they will have a major influence on how the
future of these industries and businesses will appear in the future. The prediction is that new ‘power couples’
developing between various industries will result in the use of existing technology, competence and
knowledge in new businesses in new ways.
Global value chains represent an obstacle to increased recycling of materials in the Norwegian economy as
coordination and planning of these chains is a challenging task. The experts expect this to change in the
future with an increased focus on reorganising production systems and bringing them back to Norway. The
experts mention that they see development of more local, cascading value circles that will allow for better
planning of bioprocesses, increased utilisation of the resources and minimisation of waste generation.
Cascading use of raw materials will be easier to implement when tracking all parts of the production
processes and value chains. Better planning, regional responsibility for value chains and more efficient use of
bio resources is expected to achieve profitability and green jobs in the realignment towards the bioeconomy.
A second aspect raised was that big is not necessarily better. The vision is improved coordination between
small-scale local solutions and large-scale central and global solutions. Within a few years, the participants
expected that Norway would adopt more innovative products and processes that lift the value of materials,
with use of bio-based packaging for feed as one example. This will be facilitated through greater cooperation
between the players in the value circles. Some agreed that there is a trend to cooperate more among
Norwegian partners and compete with other partnerships on an international level.
Norway will become a fossil-free society in the future. Some sectors, such as the agriculture sector, has set a
specific time frame for this – 2030. A shared vision is that several sectors, including those which currently are
not seen as part of the bioeconomy, will develop and implement bio-based products. Bioeconomy as a
concept is expected to disappear since this loses meaning once all products that are based on fossil resources
today will be based on bio-based components.
Another trend among the experts, seen as positive and important for the bioeconomy, is more research
based on needs identified within the industries. More companies will be expected to cooperate with
research institutions and become part of a restructuring that takes place in small steps, rather than through a
major paradigm shift. In that way, research will have a significant economic development role. The experts
mentioned a trend towards more industry-oriented teaching in universities as well as in schools. Early skills
development and links to the business community were considered important matters.
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Summary of task 3: Individual visions of Norway in 2050
The following is a summary of the participants’ imagined tweets, newspaper headlines and ‘statements from
the future’:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The word ‘bioeconomy’ is no longer used – because everything is bioeconomy
The waste industry is dead; we have 95% recycled raw materials
Material loops are risky and require more monitoring
Energy is no longer a critical factor, and there is no longer trade in energy
Norway is self-sufficient in energy in all industries and has only zero-emission industries
Fossil raw materials are no longer used in energy production
CO2 is captured and used in production processes
Norwegian oil platforms are used for algae production and fish farming

o
o
o
o
o
o

Digital communication platforms make the country smaller
Big data is central to the bioeconomy
We have smarter cities and locally produced food
The last private car is gone
3D printers are used in bio-based production
At the new workplace, routine tasks are carried out by robots, but humans are still required for in-depth
knowledge

o
o
o
o

Warmer weather and summer throughout the year gives more bio resources in Norway
Norway has the world's greenest farmers
Norwegians eat and export new super foods with increased sustainable nutritional content
We have new definitions for sectors and for classifying industries

To summarise: The first workshop resulted in a summary of strengths and visions within and across the
various bioeconomy sectors/businesses in Norway. It also provided an overview of the perceived strengths
and prerequisites of Norway that could contribute to the development within the bioeconomy. It should be
noted that – from an outsiders’ view – one could express criticism of the results as representing wishful
thinking. As the very idea was to steer the discussions towards a cross-sectoral level with a positive focus on
the future opportunities, such wishful thinking was part of what we were looking for. The real picture is
obviously more complex than that presented in these result as these discussions were intentionally steered
in a positive direction.
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Workshop two
We organised the second workshop as a half-day event. Our first workshop was a full day event, and some
participants left early as a full day was too much to spend out of office. Learning from this, and aiming to
keep everyone involved for the whole event, we chose a smaller timeframe, and focused more on time
available for discussions between the participants. We invited the same stakeholders as for the first
workshop. Eight of the same experts attended the second workshop and seven new participants attended. 10
As an introduction, we presented summaries and
results from the first workshop, highlighting the
frequently-mentioned strengths and visions – the
common denominators across sectors. We also
presented the new National Strategy for the
Bioeconomy with a focus on how it advances the
importance of cross-sectoral innovation and
collaboration.11 In this way, we showed that our focus
in the foresight exercise was based on real life
strategies and genuine priorities. We constructed three groups of four persons for a role-play, where
everyone represented a group of actors different to what they represent in real life. Our purpose of using a
role-play was to challenge the participants to take on new perspectives and approaches. When taking on the
perspectives of another group, we hoped that their understanding of other roles, challenges and
opportunities would increase. We chose three groups, based on the real roles of the participants. The
participants represented the following groups: 1) research, 2) public sector (regional level), and 3)
NGOs/organisations.12 The challenge posed to the groups was:
‘Through the Bioeconomy strategy, the Government has said much about what they will do. Now, what will
you do?’ The following questions were presented so as to specify the answers:
a) What do you want to achieve – what is the desired result do you hope for?
b) How will you know if you have succeeded?
c) In which ways do you need to work?
d) Who will you collaborate with and how will your interaction be?
The workshop combined group discussions with plenary presentations where the participants gave each
other feedback. The combination of ‘old’ and ‘new’ participants was a good starting point to strengthen

10

Participant list in Annex 2
The National Bioeconomy Strategy was launched in 2016, after the first survey and the first workshop had taken place.
12
This approach was based on previously organised stakeholder workshops, carried out in collaboration with the Swedish research
institute RISE.
11
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relations and building new contacts across sectors when the experts commenced the group discussions. To
challenge the experts, we also presented a few questions based on results from the Delphi survey such as:
‘The survey respondents say that collaboration is key, and some point out that innovation will take place at
the interfaces. Do you have specific examples of such?’ A second question was ‘The respondents think that
economically sustainable value chains will develop substantially in the coming years. How will you contribute
to this development?’ In this way, we connected the survey directly with the expert workshop. We then
encouraged the participants to prepare their final presentations as a future vision. Time was limited, but the
experts presented specific stories and valuable contributions. The role-play was something of a surprise, but
they all met the challenge in a humorous, yet serious
manner. The groups needed some guidance to
understand the task and how to take on a different
perspective, but mostly the experts’ discussion took
place without the presence of a facilitator. The
discussions were lively, and the participants carefully
considered the next steps of the circular bioeconomy
with an open mind. For example, the real researchers
applauded the group of ‘researchers’, for the points
made in their presentation, and the real
representatives of Norwegian counties supported the regional authority-group.
The following paragraphs are summaries closely based on the group presentations, and the notes made by
the facilitators during their presentations.

1. Research
The group representing researchers presented the following vision:

‘Norwegian research is internationally leading! Research results are applied in business and in society at
large: research solves the major challenges facing society’
To reach this vision, research funding must be long-term rather than taking place as ‘campaigns’ disbanded
after a few years. To a great extent, research today is based on projects and much time is spent on writing
applications. In the coming years, the researcher’s time should increasingly be used for active research.
Further, researchers will communicate their research and results widely; dissemination will be an
important part of all projects. The importance of reaching a wider audience increases and more popular
scientific presentations are developed to achieve this. Business must be seen as a separate target group
for research, also by policy-makers, since a stronger involvement of researchers in the legislative process
must be an aim.
Researchers will support the formation of better public framework conditions to ensure that the flexibility
of value chains and systems is high and is open to all technologies. Researchers will work strategically to
affect regulations related to prohibitions, requirements and procurement, and take an active role in
making sure that knowledge-based regulations built on life cycle analyses are designed. To do so,
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researchers should prepare input to policy hearings and design ‘policy papers’. Researchers should take
the initiative in public hearings and make politicians aware of the complexity and contradictions in
research results. As one example, it is important to work for updating the Norwegian regulations so that
Norwegian research partners become even more attractive in an international perspective.
We will see the promotion of a regulatory framework which supports Norwegian value creation.
Researchers will be working with value-chain thinking and implement such in their research projects. In
this way, research will contribute to developing products and services at lower prices and of better quality.
We will see more research based on industrial needs with actively involved researchers. We will see more
research carried out in companies.
Last, but not least, research must be shared between research communities. Research projects and
research groups will meet across traditional groupings, organised through workshops, to share
information, draw on each other’s results and be inspired to further research. This will lead to
embracement of broad perspectives and more easily avoid ‘lock-in’ of academic groups. To succeed with
this, the researcher must be an active player that dares to move across silos. With this as a starting point,
researchers will support development and participation in cross-sectoral projects and collaborate closely
with business partners.

2. Regional authorities
The group representing regional authorities (13) defined the following vision:

‘The regions have a strong developmental role with a large focus on cooperation. The regions create
increased business development and more industrial establishments; more jobs provide increased tax
revenues. The utilisation of local resources should be the base’
The regions will succeed with this overall vision through facilitating green solutions. The regions will
promote clustering of actors to produce and optimise management and exploitation of local resources. A
part of this is raising awareness and providing information to the business community. As one example,
opportunities can be found in an industrial symbiosis approach, whereas cooperation becomes a more
powerful element than the geographical cluster formations.
The regions will take an active role in facilitating regional business development. The regions’ commercial
departments will provide an overview of resources, skills and expertise in the regions and join up with
these forces. By forming such an overview the regions will deliver better support to actors as a broker and
as a project incubator. The regions will then enable and support lighthouse projects in the regions. Such

13

NO: Fylkeskommunen
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projects will be cross-sectoral, based on a recognition that innovation occurs when looking beyond
sectoral boundaries. Programmes like ARENA and Interreg must be established as a partnership between
the regional authorities, R&D actors and private companies. The regions will create incentives for ‘first
movers’ and look to learn from the development within the oil and gas industry. In the early years, a
funding of 80% was obtained for the development of the continental shelf. New initiatives could become
economic disasters without financial support, and the regional authorities will take a greater risk to ensure
success among the green solutions.
The regions will create a market for renewable solutions and the phasing in of bio-based products. As
much as 50% of public procurements will be based on specifications defined by needs – not technologies and based on life cycle analyses. Policies must develop both carrot and stick approaches; creating a market
through public purchase is a good carrot example. The regions will also drive forward new information and
awareness. Target groups for such are consumers, industry and politicians. Good relations with the media
are essential and the regions use these actively to obtain attention. The need to go ahead with these
described measures is present and should be initiated immediately. To measure success, environmental
and climate plans will be followed, and there will be a trade-off; measuring profitability on the one hand,
and value cycles and closed loops that maximise exploitation of raw materials on the other. To succeed,
the regions need to collaborate with each other and with the state, which is understated in the National
bioeconomy strategy. Not least, cooperation with industry, businesses, research institutions and NGOs is
essential.

3. NGOs / organisations
The group representing NGOs / organisations came to create an imaginary organisation to answer the
challenge:

‘The NGO for circular economy; BioCIRCLE, intervenes to raise awareness of the circular economy of
products and material flows in the society’
As a product travels and passes through several industries during a life cycle, a circular economy cannot
exist in only one industry. The aim of BioCIRCLE is to establish cooperation between industries and groups
of actors as the circles are crossing each other. In this scenario, BioCIRCLE takes an active role in promoting
good business models and supporting the application of new technologies.
It is important for an environmental organisation to challenge the perspectives on commodities in the
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circular economy. On the one hand, support a greater acceptance of products (e.g. made from hens, with
reference to the NRK campaign FBI saves the hen14), and work to influence the development of framework
conditions. The NGO will present demands in the public space and work actively to influence the industry
to accept and improve standards. Consumers comprise another important target group, where the NGO
will be working to influence attitudes and norms. One important task is to bring up the discussion and
understanding of how framework conditions might hinder the circular economy. Also, the consumer is one
important key; the industry can get new products in place, but they will end up as waste if the consumers
are not ready to buy the products.
A more resource-efficient safeguarding of resources in circulation is important, but a new complexity is
rising; what might be a raw material somewhere, becomes a poison elsewhere as environmentally
damaging substances remain in the loops. It is of utmost importance to work to ensure safe circles and
value chains and avoid that toxic substances end up in the wrong cycles. In working with the circular
bioeconomy, life cycle analyses become important as a tool. Nevertheless, one must be aware of the
consequences. Too strict requirements can lead to challenging procurement processes that could create
obstacles for small companies with scarce resources.
In the coming years, there are many actors who will take on other roles; an environmental organisation
should have an ambition to challenge established industries. All environmental organisations will take
clear initiatives to develop cooperation projects linking actors and sectors so as to demonstrate new
possibilities.

The participants in the second workshop gave their input with a lot of enthusiasm. They shared their
knowledge and engaged in creative thinking. The feedback from the participants was positive and
passionate. Some particularly mentioned that the workshops put the complexities of the bioeconomy on
view in a good way, and that they were happy to connect with stakeholders from other businesses and
sectors. Both an exchange of business cards and exchange of opinions took place during the workshop, thus
supporting its function as a networking arena. One participant pointed out that the rather small groups in the
workshop created a good opportunity for networking and for in-depth discussions. Several of the experts
said that they absorbed new, valuable insights and new ideas. One of the experts mentioned that he gained a
new understanding of the broad scope of the bioeconomy and the importance of cross-sectoral
collaboration.

14

https://tv.nrk.no/serie/fbi-redder-hoena
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Discussion
In this foresight process we asked what the different sectors and groups of actors have in common when
considering the future and the circular bioeconomy. The circular bioeconomy is perceived as a concept and a
construction, recognised in the SusValueWaste project as defining the scope of the research questions and
specifying how the research efforts study particular aspects of the new bioeconomy. One part of the
foresight process was to solve the challenge involving multiple sectors, while leaning on a highly immature
framework. We wanted to engage stakeholders to share and develop knowledge about the circular
bioeconomy. We were aware of the arguments that stakeholders might only be motivated to participate in a
foresight exercise through the possibility of directly influencing policy (Da Costa et al. 2008). Our foresight
process was not part of a governmental process and could not bring a promise of direct influence on policy
development. Hence, one part of this process was to clearly communicate the other gains of participation to
the stakeholders we wanted to engage. With this as the starting point, it is interesting to dwell briefly on
stakeholder participation in the foresight.
Our foresight focused on cross-sectoral networking, sharing of visions and knowledge and building a joint
understanding of the circular bioeconomy. The incentive to participate was set to rise among those who
wanted to further develop their understanding and conceptualisation of a circular bioeconomy and to extend
their professional networks. Succeeding with involvement was particularly challenging for the Delphi survey,
where we experienced a low response. One reason of this could be time; a second could have been that
those who were invited to participate did not visualise their part in it. They might not see themselves as
experts in the bioeconomy, nor the circular bioeconomy, or they did not feel the need to share their
opinions. However, a low response rate is always a risk when executing surveys. We solved this by adapting
the survey results to focus more on depth and qualitative input. In this view, the Delphi surveys created
value. Also, they built a bridge between the knowledge framework from our report on the Scandinavian
visions, and the expert workshops, which were our main arenas for stakeholder engagement.
For the expert workshops, we managed to mobilise stakeholders representing various groups and sectors in
the new bioeconomy. It might be that the combination of contributing to conceptualising the circular
bioeconomy as a new field, and doing so in an arena together with actors from other groups and sectors, was
seen as an interesting context and a motivation to participate. The actors who became involved represent
large established firms, small- and medium-sized firms, policy-makers, stakeholder organisations and
clusters. In our context, they are all seen as actors in the circular bioeconomy. Among those who participated
in the workshops, the value of building cross-sectoral relations and discussing future opportunities with
other stakeholders was obviously appreciated. The opportunity to personally meet and gain inspiration from
the speakers might have motivated some of the experts to attend the first workshop.
There has been much activity in Norway during recent years in developing strategies related to sustainability
and green growth. Norway is a rather small country with a limited number of experts. From what we have
observed and learned, we know that the same actors are often invited to meetings, seminars, workshops and
conferences. We did perceive this as a challenge. Motivating and engaging a wide range of stakeholders was
not easy as their valuable time must be seen in the light of (and competition from) a range of other ongoing
activities. The stakeholder’s opportunity to participate is competing with other time-consuming
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responsibilities and initiatives – taking both the present and the past into account. It could have been a
certain saturation among some of the stakeholders who declined our invitations.
Seemingly, the participants were content with the intangible outcomes as a result of their participation. This
was possibly because they were clearly communicated up front. There was no indication of direct policy
development. The invitation did not oversell the process and did not make promises that could not be kept.
It is interesting that we gathered a fine group of stakeholders since this counteracts the argument made by
Da Costa et al. (2008) that networking alone is not enough to attract stakeholders. Hence, the possibility of
directly influencing policy is obviously not the only reason why one would voluntarily join a foresight process.
From conversations with the workshop participants, we know that the reasons for participation differ, and
they are often a combination of several motivations. Nevertheless, the workshops could have led to more
diverse discussions with a larger group of stakeholders involved. With a direct link to policy-making, maybe
we would have seen a bigger interest in participation.
Documenting the process through this specific report was, however, a clear, tangible result. The fact that this
report is a deliverable in a research project funded by the Research Council of Norway could have given a
certain weight concerning the expectations of the process. Besides, highly qualified advisors, who will read
the report, might bring forward its results. Awareness of this could also be a motivating factor to participate.
Also, presenting the results in a more tabloid deliverable would offer a potential for distribution through
other channels, to other target groups, meaning a wider sharing of the stakeholders’ opinions.
The input collected in the foresight process represents a blend of personal perceptions and visions founded
in the different companies and sectors. The circular bioeconomy certainly has a way to go before one can
fully understand how it can grow as an industry across sectors. One could say that the same applies to the
bioeconomy in general. The survey response, the group discussions and the presentations given in the expert
workshops all provided input to shaping the future circular bioeconomy. Our question in this process was
what the different sectors have in common – do they have visions for a circular bioeconomy? We discovered
that there were several similar ideas across sectors, outlined after the first workshop as the following five
visions:
•
•
•
•
•

No waste, only resources
Network and Power couples
Local, cascading value circles
Fossil-free future
Research based on industry needs.

These visions describe the essence of the expert discussions, and show where we identified ideas on a crosssectoral level. They can be defined as a tangible result and a key result of the process. The five visions can
easily be applied in communication about the foresight process to represent the essence of the expert
discussions.
A better exploitation of resources and the necessity to develop value circles and new partnerships are
examples of what the bioeconomy sectors have in common. These ideas were further elaborated in the
second workshop. Here, we carried out the role-play to discuss in greater depth some particular approaches
or paths that could be chosen to develop the desired future. In this exercise, we focused on different groups
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of actors and observed some very interesting discussions among the experts. The suggestions for the actions
that should be taken pointed at expectations for more open and more active roles. This was the case for
several groups of stakeholders, exemplified through the research communities, the regional authorities and
the NGOs, which were represented in the role-play exercise. It was evident that the workshop participants,
representing various sectors as well as different groups, quite easily took on new perspectives. They were
more than willing to see that changes and adaptions of their roles are needed to encounter the transition to
a more sustainable economy. More dialogue and more collaborative approaches were certainly welcomed,
and seen as important in order to engage more successfully with the private sector. The needs of private
companies must be taken seriously in order to succeed with the establishment of a greener economy. Also,
new tools and new structures to measure both materials and procedures towards a greener society were
highlighted. To deal with the complexities of a circular bioeconomy, one will need to define a strong set of
indicators to understand how and whether one is taking a strong enough role to support the open and
collaborative development that is demanded. The discussions did not proceed in depth to debate whether it
is the lack of tools or the lack of implementation of tools that is the issue at stake. This could be an
interesting discussion to follow up.
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Conclusions
Our overall aim of this foresight process was to encourage stakeholders to share and develop knowledge
about the circular bioeconomy, and to better understand the strategies of the various stakeholder groups
acting in this sphere. Looking at the results, our foresight on the circular bioeconomy in Norway has clearly
fulfilled this aim. To outline the workshops, the insight gained from the report Visions for the circular
economy in Scandinavia contributed with important information in building a framework of knowledge and
inspiration for the Norwegian visions. The Delphi surveys worked well as a digital tool to assemble opinions
from experts representing a range of sectors and connecting the report on the Scandinavian visions with our
workshops. The workshops were the most fruitful activities in efficiently delivering results for the foresight
process and ensuring that the overall purpose was achieved. The following intangible effects summarise the
results of our process:
•
•
•
•

A cross-sectoral networking opportunity was offered and exploited;
Relations across silos are built and strengthened as bioeconomy stakeholders have worked together
to debate and define future opportunities;
Knowledge about the circular bioeconomy has increased among bioeconomy stakeholders and they
have been inspired to see value chain opportunities across sectors;
Enthusiasm and interest for the circular bioeconomy was established and bioeconomy stakeholders
have actively contributed in developing the concept of the circular bioeconomy.

A foresight process is action-oriented and intends to create a movement towards change. The foresight on
the circular bioeconomy in Norway may illustrate one way of mobilising and creating such a movement. The
conception of the new bioeconomy, building on different value chains and moving between and across
sectors, poses new challenges, expectances and pressure on the traditional conception of sectors. Even
though the necessary changes are structural and might take time, the openness and willingness to welcome
change among our groups of stakeholders was unmistakable. In turn and in time, the effects of the process
can develop into stronger ties among the stakeholders and new collaborations or new initiatives could arise.
Depending on their capacity, ability and interest, the stakeholders’ experiences can be shared further within
their respective organisations and networks. The next steps will move through their distinct activities; their
product development; their means to collaborate and their involvement in political processes such as
lobbying, giving input to public hearings and participating in debates. In this way, the foresight process
creates potentially far-reaching ripples. For those who participated, one stepping-stone to further stages
towards developing a more circular bioeconomy in Norway has been laid down.
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Appendix
Annex 1. Participants: Workshop 1, October 11th 2016
Lars Aashammer

Norsk Protein

Heidi Alvestrand

Norilia

Jon Aulie
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Annex 3. Survey Questions Survey 1
Survey 1 (Runde 1)
Spørsmål
Q1 - Jeg jobber i …

Svaralternativer

Privat virksomhet/industri - Offentlig virksomhet (lokal, regional, nasjonal) - Høyere
utdannings-/forskningsinstitusjon - Medlemsorganisasjon/Forening - Nettverk/klynge Internasjonal organisasjon - Konsulent-/rådgivningsbransjen - Annet

Svaralternativer

Q2 - Bioøkonomien omfatter en rekke ulike sektorer og første del av surveyen handler om
disse. Hvilken av disse sektorene er du best kjent med?
Skog - Avfall (husholdning/Industri) - Industriell matvare- og/eller drikkeproduksjon - Landbruk
- Marin (fiskeri/oppdrett) - Vann- og avløp - Ingen av disse/på tvers (fyll inn)

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q3 - Hvor viktig mener du at denne sektoren er som del av dagens bioøkonomi* i Norge?
Ikke så viktig - Middels viktig - Svært viktig

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q4 - Hvor viktig tror du at denne sektoren kommer til å være i fremtiden, i et perspektiv på 5
år?
Ikke så viktig - Middels viktig - Svært viktig

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q5 - …og i et perspektiv på 30 år?
Ikke så viktig - Middels viktig - Svært viktig

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q6 - Hvor godt utviklet er verdikjedene (fra biomasse til marked) for industriell utnyttelse av
restressurser i denne sektoren?
Ikke særlig utviklet - Middels utviklet - Velutviklet

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q7 - Basert på ditt svar - kan du gi et eksempel på en slik verdikjede?
(fritt kommentarfelt)

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q8 - Når tror du gode og lønnsomme verdikjeder for organiske restressurser i denne sektoren
vil være på plass?
De er allerede på plass - Om 5 år - Om 20 år - Om 50 år - Aldri

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q9 - Vil du si at vi har nasjonale rammevilkår og reguleringer for organiske restressurser som
legger til rette for en god videreutvikling av verdikjedene i denne sektoren?
Nei - Delvis - Ja - Vet ikke

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q10 - Vil du si at vi har den kunnskapen og forskningen som trengs for en videre utvikling av
verdikjedene knyttet til organiske restressurser i denne sektoren?
Nei - Delvis - Ja - Vet ikke

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q11 - Vil du si at vi har den teknologien som trengs for en videre utvikling av verdikjedene
knyttet til organiske restressurser i denne sektoren?
Nei - Delvis - Ja - Vet ikke

Spørsmål

Q12 - De seks siste spørsmålene er ikke knyttet opp mot én spesifikk sektor, men ser på Norge
under ett. Hvor viktig er samarbeid på tvers av sektorer (skog/avfall/landbruk/marin/…) for en
videreutvikling av verdikjedene knyttet til organiske restressurser i Norge?

Spørsmål
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Svaralternativer

Ikke så viktig - Middels viktig - Svært viktig

Spørsmål

Q13 - Av de følgende alternativene; hvilke tre mener du vil være de viktigste drivkreftene for at
det utvikles lønnsomme og bærekraftige verdikjeder for organiske restressurser i Norge?

Svaralternativer

Nasjonale myndigheter - Regionale myndigheter (fylkeskommune) - Lokale myndigheter
(kommune) - Forskningen - Teknologiutviklere - Store, etablerte selskaper - Små
oppstartselskaper - NGOs/Frivillige organisasjoner - Klynger/Nettverk - Andre

Svaralternativer

Q14 - Hvilke aktiviteter mener du er sentrale for å videreutvikle lønnsomme og bærekraftige
verdikjeder for organiske restressurser?
Demonstrasjonsprosjekter (vise eksempler) - Kommunikasjonsaktiviteter - Politisk
påvirkningsarbeid - Utdanning - Forskning - Vet ikke - Andre

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q15 - Hvordan oppfatter du at Norge ligger an med en bærekraftig og verdiskapende bruk av
organiske restressurser i forhold til Sverige og Danmark?
Norge ligger bak - Norge er godt på vei - Norge ligger i tet - Vet ikke

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q16 - … og i forhold til andre Europeiske land?
Norge ligger bak - Norge er godt på vei - Norge ligger i tet - Vet ikke

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q17 - La oss si at bioøkonomien er den nye oljen; når får bioøkonomien sin gullalder i Norge?
(om 5 år)
Om 5 år - om 10 år - om 20 år - om 50 år - om 100 år - aldri

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q18 - Tusen takk for at du har besvart undersøkelsen! Om du ønsker kan du helt til sist legge
igjen en kommentar til surveyen her:
(fritt kommentarfelt)

Spørsmål

Annex 4. Survey Questions, Survey 2
Survey 2 (Runde 2)
Spørsmål
Utdyping basert på
svar fra runde 1
Svaralternativer

Q1 - Jeg jobber i …
Som resultat fra første survey ser vi at ansatte i offentlig virksomhet er overrepresentert i
forhold til de andre virksomhetene
(fritt kommentarfelt)

Q2 - Bioøkonomien omfatter en rekke ulike sektorer og første del av surveyen handler om
Spørsmål
disse.
Hvilken av disse sektorene er du best kjent med? Resultatene fra den første surveyen viser at
Utdyping basert på hele 51 % har avgitt svaret avfallssektoren, mens de andre fordeler seg jevnt på de resterende
svar fra runde 1
fem sektorene
Svaralternativer

Skog - Avfall (husholdning/Industri) - Industriell matvare- og/eller drikkeproduksjon - Landbruk
- Marin (fiskeri/oppdrett) - Vann- og avløp - Ingen av disse/på tvers

Spørsmål

Q3 - Hvor viktig mener du at denne sektoren (som du er best kjent med) er som del av dagens
bioøkonomi* i Norge?
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Utdyping basert på I den første surveyen så vi at hele 99 % svarte at ‘deres’ sektor er 'svært viktig' som en del av
svar fra runde 1
dagens bioøkonomi i Norge.
Svaralternativer
Ikke så viktig - Middels viktig - Svært viktig
Q4 - Hvor viktig tror du at denne sektoren kommer til å være i fremtiden, i et perspektiv på 5
Spørsmål
år?
Utdyping basert på
svar fra runde 1
I første survey var antallet som svarte «svært viktig» 87 % og «middels viktig» 13 %
Svaralternativer
Ikke så viktig - Middels viktig - Svært viktig
Spørsmål

Q5 - …og i et perspektiv på 30 år?

Utdyping basert på Ved å utvide tidshorisonten til 30 år, var det i den første surveyen hele 93 % som svarte at
svar fra runde 1
sektoren kommer til å være svært viktig og 8 % som svarte middels viktig.
Svaralternativer
Ikke så viktig - Middels viktig - Svært viktig

Spørsmål
Utdyping basert på
svar fra runde 1
Svaralternativer

Q6 - Hvor godt utviklet er verdikjedene (fra biomasse til marked) for industriellutnyttelse av
restressurser i denne sektoren?
I den første surveyen viste svarene at det er store variasjoner i hvordan man opplever
kvaliteten på de utviklede verdikjedene.
Ikke særlig utviklet - Middels utviklet - Velutviklet

Spørsmål

Q7 - Når tror du gode og lønnsomme verdikjeder for organiske restressurser i denne sektoren
vil være på plass?

Utdyping basert på I første survey svarte hele 18 % svarte at de er allerede på plass, og totalt 56 % svarte om 5 år.
svar fra runde 1
21 % svarte om 20 år og 5 % svarte aldri. Ingen svarte kategorien om 50 år.
Svaralternativer
De er allerede på plass - Om 5 år - Om 20 år - Om 50 år - Aldri
Q8 - Vil du si at vi har nasjonale rammevilkår og reguleringer for organiske restressurser som
Spørsmål
legger til rette for en god videreutvikling av verdikjedene i denne sektoren?
Utdyping basert på I den første surveyen svarte ingen av respondentene ja på dette spørsmålet. 39 % svarte nei,
svar fra runde 1
56 % delvis, og 5 % vet ikke.
Svaralternativer
Nei - Delvis - Ja - Vet ikke
Q9 - Vil du si at vi har den kunnskapen og forskningen som trengs for en videre utvikling av
verdikjedene knyttet til organiske restressurser i denne sektoren?

Spørsmål
Utdyping basert på
svar fra runde 1
I første survey svarte 28 % ja, 8 % nei og 64 % delvis.
Svaralternativer
Nei - Delvis - Ja - Vet ikke

Q10 - Vil du si at vi har den teknologien som trengs for en videre utvikling av verdikjedene
knyttet til organiske restressurser i denne sektoren?

Spørsmål
Utdyping basert på
svar fra runde 1
I første survey svarte 18 % ja, 10 % nei, 72 % delvis.
Svaralternativer
Nei - Delvis - Ja - Vet ikke

Spørsmål

Q11 - De seks siste spørsmålene er ikke knyttet opp mot én spesifikk sektor, men ser på Norge
under ett. Hvor viktig er samarbeid på tvers av sektorer (skog/avfall/landbruk/marin/…) for en
videreutvikling av verdikjedene knyttet til organiske restressurser i Norge?
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Utdyping basert på
svar fra runde 1
I første survey svarte hele 80 % svært viktig.
Svaralternativer
Ikke så viktig - Middels viktig - Svært viktig

Spørsmål

Q12 - Av de følgende alternativene; hvilke tre mener du vil være de viktigste drivkreftene for
at det utvikles lønnsomme og bærekraftige verdikjeder for organiske restressurser i Norge?

I første survey ble nasjonale myndigheter krysset av nærmest samtlige. Teknologiutviklere er
den andre viktigste drivkraften og klynger/nettverk den tredje. Forskningen og store etablerte
Utdyping basert på selskap følger tett etter på en delt fjerdeplass. Små oppstartsselskap og NGOs/frivillige er
svar fra runde 1
avgitt som svar av et mindretall.

Svaralternativer

Nasjonale myndigheter - Regionale og lokale myndigheter (fylke, kommune) - Forskningen Teknologiutviklere - Store, etablerte selskaper - Små oppstartselskaper - NGOs/Frivillige
organisasjoner - Klynger/Nettverk - Forbrukere/konsumenter - Kunder

Spørsmål

Q13 - Hvilke aktiviteter mener du er sentrale for å videreutvikle lønnsomme og bærekraftige
verdikjeder for organiske restressurser?

Utdyping basert på Resultatene fra første survey viser at demonstrasjonsaktiviteter er den viktigste aktiviteten,
svar fra runde 1
svart av 88 % av respondentene, tett etterfulgt av politisk påvirkningsarbeid av 87 %
Demonstrasjonsprosjekter (vise eksempler) - Kommunikasjonsaktiviteter - Politisk
Svaralternativer
påvirkningsarbeid - Utdanning - Forskning - Vet ikke - Andre

Spørsmål

Q14 - Hvordan oppfatter du at Norge ligger an med bærekraftig og verdiskapende bruk av
organiske restressurser i forhold til Sverige og Danmark?

Utdyping basert på Svarfordelingen i første survey viser at den ene halvparten av respondenter mener Norge
svar fra runde 1
ligger etter de Skandinaviske landene, mens den andre halvparten mener at vi er på god vei.
Svaralternativer
Norge ligger bak - Norge er godt på vei - Norge ligger i tet - Vet ikke
Spørsmål
Utdyping basert på
svar fra runde 1
Svaralternativer

Q15 - … og i forhold til andre Europeiske land?
Her svarte 13 % at ligger bak, 26 % at Norge er godt på vei, og 59 % at Norge er godt på vei, 2
% vet ikke
Norge ligger bak - Norge er godt på vei - Norge ligger i tet - Vet ikke

Spørsmål
Q16 - La oss si at bioøkonomien er den nye oljen; når får bioøkonomien sin gullalder i Norge?
Utdyping basert på
svar fra runde 1
Her svarte 46% om 20 år, 33% om 10 år, 13% aldri, 5 % om 50 år og 3% om 5 år
Svaralternativer
Om 5 år - om 10 år - om 20 år - om 50 år - om 100 år - aldri

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q17 - Om du var statsminister, hva ville du gjort for å stimulere bioøkonomien i Norge?
(fritt kommentarfelt)

Spørsmål
Svaralternativer

Q18 - Tusen takk for at du har besvart undersøkelsen! Om du ønsker kan du helt til sist legge
igjen en kommentar til surveyen her:
(fritt kommentarfelt)
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Annex 5. Survey Answers, Survey 2 Q17
Stimulere og legge til rette
Startet opp og stimulert et dedikert innovasjonsprogram for å støtte oppunder forskningen som pågår i
Forskningsrådets FME-prosjektprogrammer
Mer midler til brukerstyrt og kommersielt rettet forskning, se på incentiver for bruk av organiske restråstoffer i
sektorer og på tvers av sektorer.
Være visjonær, tør å satse på nye ideer og løsninger, selv om det kanskje ikke leder til å bli det nye Statoil. Gi gode
rammevilkår til grundere og aktører som tør å satse, satse på lokale verdikjeder, bidra med finansieringsmidler og
lokaler for å teste ut løsninger, nettverksarbeid. Gjøre de fossile løsningene dyrere, slik at de som er basert på
fornybar energi og bruk av restprodukter blir attraktive.
Satse på flere relativt store prosjekter ved våre kunnskapsinstitusjoner, prøve ut nye ideer, mikroalger, tang og tare,
MTA, bioprospektering. Lage tematisk (hav, marin, maritimt, og bioøkonomi virkemiddel ala SFF, SFI, FME for alle
satsingsområdene i LTP for forskning og utdanning - lage et blått skifte. Gi insentiver for bedriftsetableringer,
patenter på lik linje med publisering i journaler. Kjempeinnsats på kartlegging og forvaltning av hele den marine
næringskjeden, ekte flerbestandsforvaltning. Nå mye som gyngehesten - mye bevegelse men lite fremdrift.
Gi støtte til gode demonstrasjonsprosjekt
Sette opp klare politiske mål. Gjennomføre mulighetsstudier. Sette konkrete mål og prioriteringer. Etablere
strukturer og programmer for gjennomføring (bl.a. tilskuddsordninger og avgiftsordninger (‘pisk og gulrot’)).
Jeg ville innen næringspolitikken etablert en ny og prioriterte sektor for de fornybare næringene. Denne sektoren
ville bestått av fornybare biologiske ressurser fra jord, skog og hav med tilhørende verdikjeder, samt fornybar energi.
Politikkens formål ville være å øke biomasseproduksjonen, verdiskapingen og utnytte all biomasse. Et viktig
virkemiddel ville være å incitamenter for å øke investeringene i den fornybare næringssektoren.
Gi helt andre og bedre rammebetingelser - mer statlig støtte i en oppstartsperiode - endre regler slik at fornybar
energi kan ‘kjøres’ inn på fordelingsnettet uten å betale dyr nettleie. Øke avgifter på deponering av avfall - og frita
for avgift der biomasse blir oppsirkulert eller brukt til energi produksjon
Jeg ville tvunget flere kommuner/regioner til å finne felles løsninger slik at de kunne bygge større anlegg, f.eks for
biogass fra avfall. Det blir dyrt når alle skal bygge egne anlegg og ‘finne opp hjulet’ på egenhånd.
Avlastet risiko på kapital og investeringer i nye anlegg og teknologier Sørget for økt etterspørsel etter produkter basert på organiske avfallsressurser
Tatt en titt på finansiering via NFR, Innovasjon Norge og Enova. Finansiering må vris TYDELIG fra olje og gass sektor
over til fornybar. Enhanced oil Recovery i NFR har en sammenlignbar budsjett som hele fornybar sektor. Satsing.....
* Foredling av trevirke som ellers ville blitt forbrent. Da tenker jeg på nye produkter, spon el, ikke biodrivstoff, det er
energiutnyttelse. Innblanding i kompost * Avgiftsbelegge strengere de som ikke sorterer ut matavfall. *Hindre
matsvinn ved å myke opp regelverket for hvordan maten skal se ut, støtte nye salgskanaler. * FORBY uttak av torv fra
myrer.
Endre skillet mellom husholdnings og næringsavfall til det EU opererer med. Kreve at alle kostnader med utsetting av
arbeid blir tatt med (ekstraoppfølging, arbeidsløyse etc.). Enten redusere makta til Mattilsynet eller gi de forstand.
Alle kommuner må rense sitt kloakkslam - bytte ut rankekompostering med biogassproduksjon. Alt organisk avfall
skal benyttes som biomasse for produksjon av biogass. Transport av mulig biomasse skal begrenses og
produksjon/bearbeidelse skal skje lokalt.
All mat som kastes/brennes i dag (f.eks. gamle verpehøner, snåle/for små og for store grønnsaker) bør brukes i
bioøkonomien - til f.eks. grisefor eller produksjon av biogass og biogjødsel. Kan det settes krav om at dette må
utnyttes? Staten bør støtte forskning- og utviklingsprosjekter, samt gi støtte til oppstart av bedrifter innen
bioøkonomien. Noen ser nå på muligheter for bruke matavfall til å dyrke maggot som kan brukes som laksefor. Det
bør være avgiftsfritak for biodrivstoff basert på avfall.
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